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ON CERTAIN SUFFIXES IN THE MODERN INDO-ARYAN
VERNACULARS. By GEORGE A. GRIERSON. (In the
Zeitschrift fiir Vergleichende Sprachforsthung auf dem
Gebiete der Indogermanischen Sprachen, herausgegeben
von E. Kuhn und J. Schmidt. Giitersloh: Druck und
Verlag von C. Bertelsmann.)
Beames' Comparative Grammar of the Modern Aryan
Languages of India, as well as my own Grammar on the
same subject, were published more than twenty years ago.
Since that time much progress has been made in the know-
ledge of the Indo-Aryan vernaculars. Some theories have
been confirmed, others have been shown to be untenable, and
not a few new views have been opened up. The largest
share of this advance is due to the researches connected with
the great Linguistic Survey of India, which has been in
progress for some years, and the completion of which,
I believe, we may shortly expect. Its results are sure
to provide a rich and valuable mine of new and reliable
information; and it is to be hoped that Dr. Grierson, the
able Director of the Survey, will himself elaborate them into
a new Comparative Grammar which shall be abreast of our
present knowledge of the modern vernaculars and their
antecedent stages.
The article under review is a contribution towards such
a Grammar. It deals with some of the hitherto most
controverted points in the Indo-Aryan vernaculars,—the
suffixes which are commonly employed to form " the
Genitive and Dative cases of nouns, and the Conjunctive
Participle of verbs," and which are " connected with the
Sanskrit root kr, to make, or with the Sanskrit suffixes tana
and tya."
The term 'suffix,' as here employed, requires an explana-
tion, which is not given in so many words in the article, but
which may be deduced from its concluding observations.
The term usually employed has been ' postposition.'
Dr. Grierson, in the course of his article, shows that in
certain cases the postpositions form compounds with the
oblique form of the nouns to which they are appended*
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and having formed compounds they become mutilated and
coalesce with the nouns so as to form a mere inflection or
termination of it. For example, Marwarl has the noun
ghbdb (nominative), a horse; its oblique form is ghbda ; and
its genitive is ghoddro, formed with the termination rb. But
this termination is really the mutilated remnant of the
genitive postposition karb, which was compounded with the
oblique form ghbda (i.e. ghbda-karb), and afterwards, by the
elision of ka (according to certain well - known phonetic
laws), reduced to rb. On the other hand, Jaipurl has the
genitive ghbra-kb, where ghbrd is the oblique form, while
kb (contracted from kau) is the postposition, added without
composition. Accordingly, Dr. Grierson rightly insists that
terminational genitives (like ghoddro) should be written as
one word, while postpositional genitives (like ghbra - kb)
should be spelled with a hyphen. The particular interest of
this insistance lies in Dr. Grierson's statement (p. 491) that
"the difference between postposition and termination is the
great difference between the modern languages of the current
Sanskrit Madhya-desa and those of the rest of Aryan India."
The promised proof of this statement will be awaited with
much interest. It appears that the term ' suffix ' is adopted
in the article to cover the case of the ' terminations' as well
as that of the ' postpositions.' But, if so, the usage has not
always been strictly observed. E.g., on p. 488 it is said that
" the rb has ceased to be a suffix and has become as much an
inflectional termination as the sya of the Sanskrit ghbtakasya
or the r of the Bengali ghbrdr." Here one expects ' post-
position ' instead of ' suffix'; for ro by becoming a termina-
tion still remains a suffix (being, in fact, enumerated as
such in Table i on p. 474). Regarding the distinction of
termination and postposition, and the insistance on this
distinction being shown in the spelling, Dr. Grierson,
I think, is undoubtedly right.
The origin of such terminations as ar, er, rb from the
postpositions kar, kerb, karb, through curtailment in com-
position with the preceding noun, has long been known, or
at least suspected (p. 487). There was, however, a difficulty
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in those cases in which the composition, apparently,
one of the postpositions with a noun in the oblique form,
the latter being itself an original genitive case. Foe
example, the Marwari genitive ghbddrb would, presuppose
the fuller form ghbdd-karb (or ghbdd-kerb), the latter being
a compound of the oblique form ghodd and the postposition
karb, equivalent respectively to Sanskrit ghbtakasya and
kdryakah. " In Sanskrit or Prakrit," it is said, " true
compounds are not formed with the first member in the
genitive case" (p. 487). To this difficulty there are two
possible answers. It may be said that the intermediate
form ghodd - karb is, in this case, not really a genitive
compound, equivalent to ghotakasya-karyakah, but an ordinary
compound, i.e. ghbtaka - kdryakah. That is, ghodd, though
accidentally identical with the oblique form, is, in these
circumstances, not really an oblique form. Or, if this
solution is not considered satisfactory, it may be shown
that, as a matter of fact, undoubted cases of composition do
occur in which the first member is inflected. Dr. Grierson
has elected the second alternative. He shows that in the
Dangl conjunctive participle a postposition is compounded
with an inflected noun. For example, Dangl uthir, having
risen, is contracted from uthi-kar (pp. 482, 487), and the
latter is a compound of the postposition kar with the inflected
noun uthi. This uthi is properly itself a conjunctive
participle, Prakrit * utthi or utthia = Sanskrit utthdya; but
such conjunctive participles are now admitted to be properly
nouns in the instrumental case (p. 479). Hence Dangl
uthir ultimately represents a compound the first member
of which is in the instrumental case. Now, as Dr. Grierson
rightly observes (p. 474), in the middle, or Prakrit, stage of
the Indo-Aryan vernacular, " the three cases (instrumental,
ablative, locative) were confused, and became one case,
usually employed in the sense of the locative." Hence,
this ' confused,' or indeterminate case, as represented in the
modern vernacular stage of the Indo-Aryan, is called by hipa
"the (modern) locative." We may, therefore, preferably
define the Dangl conjunctive participle uthir as a word
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in which a postposition (r = kar) is compounded with a noun
in the locative case {uthi). For the purpose of explaining
the origin of the mutilated genitive suffixes in question,
therefore, Dr. Grierson is justified in establishing the rule
(p. 482) that "postpositions can be compounded with nouns
in the oblique form, and the whole treated as one word,
subject to the phonetic rules which obtain in such cases."
It should be added, however, with regard to the rule, quoted
above, about the structure of 'true compounds,' that even
in Sanskrit instances are by no means unknown in which
compounds are made with the first member in the accusative
or locative, or even the instrumental or genitive cases.
Examples are given in Whitney's Sanskrit Grammar, § 1250,
where it is said that accusative compounds occur "quite
often," and locative compounds "not seldom." A phenomenon
which was possible in literary Sanskrit cannot have been
impossible in the vulgar language, where it may well have
attained much greater prevalence.
With regard to the conjunctive participle, Dr. Grierson
enters into a detailed investigation of its nature and origin
(pp. 479-483). Having stated that the various forms of
the Sanskrit conjunctive participle are only so many " nouns
in various cases" (instrumental, dative, locative), and that
in Apabhramsa Prakrit the infinitive, which in Sanskrit
is the accusative of a noun, can also be used as a conjunctive
participle, he proceeds to divide all the modern Indo-Aryan
suffixes of the conjunctive participle into six groups. He
next shows by a separate examination of each group that
they all " can be explained as (modern) locatives," that is,
as representatives of the older indeterminate case, above
referred to. There is this, however, to be observed, that,
if the termination i (as in uthi, having risen, Jcari, having
done) is rightly referred to the Sanskrit ya, it goes back
to an original instrumental case; while the termination
ai or e (as in the conjunctive participle postpositions kai, ke,
ne, je) is referable to an original locative case. Again, the
Oriya termination u, and the element 6 or u in the MarathI
terminations b-ni, u-ne, etc., if they are rightly referred to
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the Prakrit infinitive termination iu, do not go back to any
' case' at all, but to an original Sanskrit uninflected noun
in i - tu. This follows as a necessary consequence, if
Dr. Grierson's derivation of the MarathI termination b-ni,
etc., is correct, according to which ni is the mutilated
remnant of the Sanskrit suffix tana compounded with an
original conjunctive participle ending in o. For example,
MarathI utho-ni, having risen, would represent Prakrit
utthiu-tane (Sanskrit *utthitu-tane), where the syllable ta is
elided by the action of the ordinary phonetic rules. The
employment of the crude base of the infinitive in i-tu, to
form compounds, is not at all uncommon in Prakrit
(especially with kama, desire ; see Professor Pischel's
Prakrit Grammar, § 577); nor is its employment unknown
to form conjunctive participles (e.g., bhajjiu, ' having
broken,' ibidem, § 579). The derivation of the element ni, ne,
etc., however, from Sanskrit tana, Prakrit tana, is open to the
same objection as its derivation from the Prakrit termination
una, namely, that according to the law discovered by
Dr. Konow (Journal R.A.S., 1902, p. 419, quoted by
Dr. Grierson on p. 483) it should be ni, ne, etc.1
The suffixes of the dative and genitive are subjected to
a similar investigation, the article commencing with the
former (pp. 473-479) and ending with the latter (pp. 485-
491). Dr. Grierson shows that most of them are ultimately
referable to one of two Sanskrit sources: either (1) to one
of the participles, (a) krta, done, or (b) kdrya or (c) krtya, to
be done, of the root kr, do ; or (2) to one of the two suffixes
(d) tana or (e) tya. In Prakrit, under its phonetic rules,
these words assume (in the nominative singular) the forms
(a1) kau or kiau, or (a2) kadau or kidau, (bvj kerau (shortened
*karau), or (b2) kajjau, (c) kaccau, (d) tanau, (e) ccau.
Moreover, when compounded with the governed noun, their
initial syllables ki or ka or kg and ta may be elided. Thus
in the modern vernaculars there result the following forms,
1
 The difficulty is admitted by Dr. Grierson, as I see from a private letter
(of the 3rd June). In it he also gives a hint of a solution, which, however,
I shall better leave to him to disclose when it has been fully worked out.
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distributed over the different languages as shown in Tables i
and i i : (a1) kau, kb, ku, k; («2) dd; (b1) kerb, ker, kar, er, ar,
rb; (52) j'b; (c) cd ; (d) tanau, tanb, nau, no, nu; (e) cd. The
(c) and (e) forms are identical, and hence Dr. Grierson
suggests the possibility of an alternative derivation for the
Marathi suffix cd, though, for himself, he appears to favour
the form (e) (p. 490). Not derivable from either source are
the suffixes sando and hando. These Dr. Grierson is disposed
to derive from the present participle of the root as, be, which
in SindhI has the special meaning of ' peculiar to ' (p. 489).
The derivation of Prakrit kerb, kerau from the Sanskrit
kdryah, instead of from krtah, is based on the consideration
that kerb, which is properly Sauraseni, requires an inter-
mediate form karib, while krtah only yields Sauraseni karidb
(p. 486). Another reason, to my mind equally forcible, is
that kdryah affords the only possible way of obtaining
a satisfactory derivation for the Sindhi j'b through the
intermediate Prakrit kajjau (p. 488).
The meaning ' made by, or of, or for' is obviously well
adapted to impart to a word the function of a genitive case-
suffix. This explains the use of the past participle krta for
that purpose. In the case of the future passive participle
kdrya or krtya, ' to be made,' it must be assumed that it
suffered a change of signification. Dr. Grierson adduces as
evidences in support of the actual fact of such a change that
the Sanskrit noun kdrya, modern kdj, means both ' a thing to
be done' and ' a thing done,' and that in the Sanskrit of the
Mahavastu the future participle krtya is actually employed
as a suffix of the genitive (p. 486). The Sanskrit locative
krtye and the modern locative kdje, which are also adduced
(footnote on p. 486) as actually occurring in the sense of
a dative postposition, exactly like Sanskrit Me, are less
conclusive. For with the dative there is no such difficulty
as with the genitive: the dative sense (for or for the sake
of) can be expressed by the future participle just as well as,
indeed better than, by the past participle. As to the suffix
tana, the identity of it with the noun tana, offspring, may be
suggested. The suggestion may be nothing new, though
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I do not remember at this moment having seen it elsewhere.
The meaning 'sprung from' would lend itself to the function
•of a genitive suffix just as well as ' made by.'
Sanskrit uses the locative krte and the instrumental krtena
to subserve the function of the dative, and tana to turn
adverbs into adjectives (e.g. agre-tana, afore-going). These
are devices which probably crept sporadically into the
(literary) Sanskrit from the contemporary vernacular or
colloquial old language, in which, no doubt, they were much
more common. From the old vernacular they not only
•descended into the Prakrit and modern vernaculars, but their
application spread to other parts of the language. Those
words, krta and tana, gradually came to be used for the purpose
of turning every genitive into an adjective (e.g., in the dog-
Sanskrit of the Bower MS., v, 16, te-krtd cintd, thy thought;
Beames, Comp. Gram., ii, 287, Drupadi-keri lajja, the shame
of Drupadi; Hema Candra, iv, 361, tuha-tanaum kulu, thy
race). It thus came to pass that in the modern vernaculars
the genitives are uniformly adjectives, agreeing with their
governing noun in number, gender, and case (p. 476).
Like the Sanskrit locative krte and instrumental krtena,
the Prakrit instrumental tanena was used to express the
dative (e.g. Hem. iv, 425, vaddattanaho-tanena, for the sake
of greatness). As already observed, in the middle (Prakrit)
stage of the Indo-Aryan language, not only the locative
and instrumental, but also the ablative, coalesced into one
indeterminate case, which in the modern vernaculars is
represented by the locative. After a detailed investigation
of the modern dative suffixes (pp. 473-479), Dr. Grierson
comes to the conclusion that " (with the exception of the
Kas'mirl) every dative suffix is identical with the (modern)
locative of a genitive suffix " (p. 476). The Kasmlrl dative
suffix kitu is not a locative, but " the nominative of an
adjective, and declined for gender " (p. 474, footnote). It
should be added that Dr. Grierson also excepts the MarathI
dative suffix Id (in Table i) and doubtfully the Naipali Idi
(Table ii), not apparently because his rule is not applicable to
them, but because (in distinction from the others which are
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shown in his Tables) they do not seem to be ultimately
referable to either krta or tana.
There are two misprints in the references: on p. 473 read
422 for 421, and on p. 486, footnote 1, read 286 for 285.
A. F. RUDOLF HOERNLE.
ALBUM KERN. OPSTELLEN GESCHREVEN TER EERE VAN
DR. H. KERN HEM AANGEBODEN DOOR VRIENDEN EN
LEERLINGEN OP ZIJN ZEVENTIGSTEN VERJAARDAG DEN
6 APRIL, 1903. Large 4to; pp. 420. (Leiden: Brill,
1903.)
This stately volume contains articles, varying in length
from a page or two to ten or twelve pages, from nearly
a hundred scholars, friends, pupils, or co-workers of the
leader of Indianist studies in Holland, Professor Kern.
They have thus united to testify their loyal reverence and
lasting esteem for that great scholar, and to congratulate
him on the attainment of his 70th birthday. It would be
impossible, and if possible would not be desirable, to attempt
any review of the opinions expressed on the many diverse
points that are here discussed. It is sufficient to point out
that we find among these writers not only a good array of
men who owe to the personal teaching of the distinguished
Professor the foundation of their knowledge, but a very
remarkable list of the leading representatives in Europe
and America of all branches of Indianist research. It is
a striking testimony to the appreciation, among his
cotemporaries throughout the world, of the value of the
services rendered to our studies in so many directions and
on so many sides by Professor Kern.
The international character of this testimony is a very
suggestive and a very encouraging sign of the times. The
thinkers throughout the world are coming more and more
to form a community by themselves. Unmoved by the
religious, military, and commercial rivalries which keep
the nations apart, undisturbed by the differences of opinion
in such matters which are known to exist among themselves,
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